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Abstract

With China's sustained and rapid development of economy and industrial modernization and urbanization process continues to advance, the greater demand for oil and other energy and foundation. Due to lack of oil production, China's oil imports rose steadily in recent years, the import dependence continues to expand, coupled with the frequent fluctuation of the oil price, the oil supply chain in China has huge potential safety problems. Therefore, the optimization of existing oil supply chain network system, and give full play to the role of market allocation of resources, is one of the effective ways to solve the shortage of petroleum resources. This article first elaborated the petroleum status of supply chain optimization problem, points out the problems in present research. Further research on the strategic petroleum reserve value, and constructed and put forward suggestions for perfecting China's petroleum reserve system. The purpose is to enrich the petroleum supply chain optimization strategy, further improve the supply chain management of our country actual oil.
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1. Introduction

Oil is a globally important strategic materials, in the global economic integration and the trend of trade liberalization, oil politics, economy and the global established close relationship. In China, with the sustained rapid economic development and industrial modernization and city advancement unceasing advancement, the greater demand for oil and other energy and base, oil has become China's economic lifeline. At the same time, due to the development of China's oil resources and production can not meet the need of economic growth on oil. For, in recent years China's consumption of oil dependence on oil imports continue to improve, dependence on foreign oil has reached new highs, and continues to grow. Therefore, the effective use of oil resources is directly related to the long-term strategy of the sustainable development of China's economic and social. And further optimize the petroleum supply chain network system, and give full play to the role of market allocation of resources, is one of the effective ways to solve the shortage of petroleum resources.

2. Analysis of the status quo of China's petroleum supply chain

2.1 The status quo of the organization of the petroleum supply chain in China

In recent years, the oil industry of our country conducted large-scale restructuring, in accordance with the principle of combining to form the upstream and downstream, North and south two large petroleum and petrochemical enterprise group company. In Northeast China, North China, northwest, southwest and other mainly China petroleum natural gas group (referred to as CNPC) focuses on the exploration and development of oil and natural gas, at the same time operation of petrochemical business. China Petroleum & Chemical Group in Beijing, Tianjin, Southern China, East, South and
other regions dominated focus on the development of petrochemical industry, at the same time, the exploration and development of oil and natural gas business management. Monopoly pattern of region segmentation, the upstream and downstream, domestic and foreign trade, production and marketing integration in the land. Exploration and development business and China National Off shore Oil Corporation to shore petroleum resources.

The circulation system of current situation of China's oil supply chain
With the development of the oil industry restructuring, the oil circulation system to carry on the corresponding reform. Crude oil and imported crude oil the first domestic production of refining by Petro China and Sinopec enterprise. Secondly, Petro China, Sinopec has oil import operation right. In addition China petrochemical company bear part of the export of petrochemical products import and export trade. Third, responsible for all domestic refined oil from the oil, Sinopec two group company wholesale business, other units, the company shall participate in the social, the cleaning up of refined oil wholesale enterprises qualified, can have the Petro China and Sinopec two groups take transfer, joint venture, and the acquisition mode, such as restructuring. Thus the refined oil wholesale franchise, gasoline, diesel retail pricing power, autonomy in management and market supervision and the right to the north and south of the two big group company, the formation of production and sales integration of duopoly. Fourth, rectification of refined oil retail market, the gas station issued a "refined oil retail business certificate of approval", in 2001 September after the new station must by Petro China and Sinopec two group company or holding company. Finally, the domestic crude oil prices since June 1, 1998 and the international community, between Petro China and Sinopec two group companies trading settlement price of crude oil price determination by both parties according to the negotiation with reference to the international price of oil products; the implementation of government guidance, setting the domestic refined oil price rise (fall) interval, two group companies in the price range of upper and lower 8% specific retail price and announced to the public.

3. The presence of petroleum supply chain problem in our country
After our country's petroleum industry has experienced rapid development in twentieth Century 50's recovery and exploration, 60 to 70's and 80's stable development of three historical stages. The oil industry to carry on the strategic reorganization and structural adjustment, in accordance with the principle of trade and production and marketing integration of upstream and downstream, respectively, according to the region formed Chinese petroleum and natural gas, petroleum chemical China two group companies, with business focused on the upper reaches of the Chinese offshore oil company, the composition of the supply chain system respectively in the three groups as the core of the petroleum industry. But due to many factors and the oil industry history problems, progressive and reform, the petroleum industry supply chain in our country there are still many problems to be solved, many aspects need to be optimized.

3.1 To increase oil supply and demand gap, import dependence is further improved
China's oil consumption growth rate was significantly higher than the growth rate of oil production, supply and demand gap is more and more big. From 2000 to 2008, the consumption of crude oil over the average annual growth rate of 6%, higher than the output growth rate 4 percentage points. In the future a considerable period of time demand for crude oil in our country is still strong, crude oil import dependence will continue to rise. As the strategic resources on the basis of crude oil, so a high degree of dependence on foreign oil imports, once a problem, the entire oil supply shock will be self-evident.

3.2 The sources of imported oil is too concentrated, import risk can not be ignored
At present, China's oil imports from the Middle East accounts for about half of total imports. After the Iraqi war, America strengthened the control of the Middle East, in fact, indirect control of China's imports of petroleum resources. On the other hand, China's oil transportation route lack of selectivity, 85% more to go through India ocean - the Malacca Strait - the South China Sea, which is easily blocked and controlled. In recent years, the United States in East Asia along the Japanese islands,
Taiwan island and Philippines islands, carefully constructed "Pacific chain", intends to east of China to set up military ports formed around; in Singapore, intended to control the Malacca Strait; India full implementation of the so-called "effective control", to the South China Sea into the control range. In addition, the Malacca Strait were often organized piracy. All of these, direct threat to China's foreign trade and oil import security.

3.3 The passive acceptance of the international oil prices, oil imports cost prohibitive
The supply chain upstream crude oil supply price risk, will directly affect the efficiency and security of the whole supply chain. Due to China's dependence on foreign oil is high, resulting in China's oil prices are extremely vulnerable to international oil market price fluctuation. At present, our country has not established the futures trading oil market, there is no large-scale participation in the world trading oil derivatives. There is no market barrier, not to hedge for imported oil, no matter how high oil prices rise, can only passively accept. In recent years, the international market crude oil prices, while China's nearly half of the crude oil demand need to be imported, the international crude oil price fluctuations will cause a great impact on China's oil market, crude oil prices soaring, more let me is an oil import country paid a high cost.

3.4 Petroleum reserve system is not perfect, there is hidden danger of petroleum security
Chinese Petroleum Strategic Petroleum Reserve has been brewing for a long time, but a late start. In 2001 American and Japan's oil reserves have reached respectively 90 and 163 days. In 2003, China formally started the implementation of the plan of national strategic oil reserves, national oil reserve base in the first phase of construction project is started formally on March 30, 2004. At present, China's strategic oil reserve system is still not fully established, according to the government has announced the plan, by 2020, China will build a strategic petroleum reserve scale is equivalent to 90 days of imports, China's oil reserve scale ranks second in the world. Although China has started construction by stages of national strategic oil reserve base, but the strategic petroleum reserve has just started. Thus, in the supply of resources, because of all kinds of uncertain factors such as political turmoil and military conflict, leading to sharp rise in international oil prices or supply disruption, China lost storage imports of oil, to stabilize the domestic oil market turmoil means and ability.

4. China's petroleum supply chain optimization strategy
4.1 Optimization of supply chain structure
The petroleum supply chain present reality is part of the supply chain, internalization, namely an enterprise includes many links of oil supply chain. Therefore, the optimization of the structure of the supply chain is an important method to improve the supply chain management of China petroleum. Group headquarters can use internal resources transfer mode, the use of internal capital market, enhance internal resources ability of regulation and control, to provide financial support to the risk of the enterprise, so as to promote the positive carry a risk of equipment and fixed assets construction and transformation project of petroleum enterprises in the supply chain, and then improve the petroleum supply chain production efficiency, reduced oil supply the chain of production costs within the group.

Through a comprehensive set up the mechanism of the third party supervision, can promote communication and better coordination between subordinate enterprises of petroleum supply chain in China, the maximum extent to reduce supply chain internal default probabilities of events.

China's petroleum supply chain information sharing degree rise, not only help to improve the conventional enterprises to provide aid in proportion to the risk of the enterprise, but also reduce the direct costs of risk enterprises. At the same time, improve the degree of information sharing helps to strengthen the information integration construction of China's oil supply chain, strengthen the coordination between the various links of the supply chain.
4.2 To improve information management

With the wide application of supply chain management in enterprise management, enterprise informationization has been the scope is not limited to the enterprise, enterprise information unimpeded communication efficient supply chain management is the key to the realization of. In a large manufacturing enterprises, the existence of more or less "the information isolated island phenomenon. Effective information integration, can produce benefit between different departments, can fully reflect the advantage of information reform. For the oil supply chain in China, can be improved from the following aspects of information management.

(1) To promote information management integration

The supply chain need to distributor sales terminal customer needs timely transmission of information to the upstream! Manufacturers and suppliers, to achieve the timely communication of information between the node enterprises of supply chain and the huge data processing, therefore, must be in perfect information system based on. Establish and improve the supply chain requires a thorough revolution, need to break the traditional departmental boundaries and wall of enterprises, using the information from the collected information, are the realization of integrated management. On the one hand, information technology provides technical support for supply chain management. To make the supply chain operation efficiency is improved, and the supply chain node enterprise business process and integration of undo! Reducing logistics cost and the cost level, optimize inventory decline and overall. The implementation and the improvement in efficiency, it is basically impossible in the absence of conditions under the condition of information technology. Information technology can help enterprises to examine the structure of their supply chains, actively using the whole industry general effective business model. In the use of supply chain management software at the same time, enterprise learning supply chain management mode and procedure of advanced, so as to obtain the supply chain management thought and mode progress, improve the level of supply chain management, increase the company's operating income. On the other hand, information technology to provide data analysis and decision support for managers. Supply chain management is the task according to the known information, to provide decision-making supply chain plan! "Because of the development and application of information technology, implementation and operation of enterprises in the transaction processing large are fully automated, any person in any place at any time! Are likely to get the needed information, greatly reduce the information acquisition cost, broaden the channels of information dissemination. At the same time, the information technology has provided numerous data analysis software products, enterprises can choose according to their own needs and a data analysis software to provide decision support for supply chain management.

(2) Speed up the construction of the external supply chain information platform

The construction of supply chain informatization construction includes not only the enterprise interior supply chain information platform, namely the realization between the internal production enterprises and suppliers, vendors and business departments of information transmission and sharing, but also should include the enterprise and its external supply chain network information transmission and sharing, provide support of network between enterprises and the external supply chain information interaction. The key to solve the problem of information interaction platform between multiple supply chain, enterprises need to the industry and local government policy support, and referencing information platform construction experience of some foreign developed countries large-scale production enterprises, fully promote the development of intermediary information services based on Internet information service, increase the varieties, improve the quality of information service. Through the construction of the platform, on the one hand to meet the information sharing and exchange of visits between the demand of collaborative enterprise external supply chain, on the other hand to clear the enterprise high-level attention for the construction of informatization degree and long-term plan.

(3) To avoid the risk of information construction
In spite of a supply chain system, node enterprises take cooperation way of information technology has a lot of advantages, but the information is not in any case are effective. No matter which kind of information, there are likely to cost is too high. For enterprises, the informatization construction is a kind of investment behavior of income. From a theoretical perspective, it can bring benefits, however, such gains are often with indirect, long term and uncertainty characteristics. Therefore, before the enterprise information immediately on whether or not to make the decision and in the information process, must always take the core competence benefits as the center, a combination of qualitative and quantitative! Direct benefit and indirect benefit combined! Short-term and long-term benefits to conduct a comprehensive evaluation of the combination of information technology projects, thus reasonable to avoid investment risks and to obtain maximum benefit of informationization investment.

4.3 To strengthen the supply chain cost management

(1) To strengthen the supply chain cost management
Keep the structure of the supply chain dynamic. In general, once the formation of supply chain is relatively stable, but the supply chain is dynamic, the dynamic can reduce the cost of supply chain. Modern market competition is the competition between supply chains, rising cost of any internal node enterprises or caused by the enterprises of the supply chain of a link cost, will make the whole supply chain because of rising costs in the competition at a disadvantage. If the lack of a certain node enterprises self cost control ability, core enterprises will put pressure on the member, if not reduce costs, then the business will be replaced by the lower cost of enterprise.

(2) Supply chain cost control consciousness cultivation
To each node of the supply chain of the whole network in the chain as a whole, protectionism elimination of each node, to realize the optimization of the whole supply chain. Moreover, should be closely linked, connected between each node, cost management, to unify the budget, accounting and control the costs of. Between each node to the method of cost control and the exchange of experience, together to reduce the cost of supply chain. Between supply chain nodes to establish trust and cooperation mechanism, good partner is an important basis for strengthening cost management of supply chain, reduce the trust and cooperation mechanism established between the partners contribute to the supply chain cost.

5. Conclusions
Not only has a certain theoretical significance to the study of chain optimization problems in China's oil supply, but also to improve the utilization rate of China's oil resources, reduce the oil companies operating costs, enhance the competitiveness of enterprises, has a certain practical reference value.
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